New Ventures
Media & Alliances Manager
Since 2004, New Ventures has strived and succeeded in catalyzing companies with social and
environmental impact that contribute to the development of Latin America. New Ventures seeks
to promote the new generation of companies that are solving the major social and
environmental problems in a profitable manner. This mission is accomplished through a
platform that supports companies holistically through acceleration programs, financing services
and ecosystem building strategies.

Job Purpose
One of New Venture’s commitment is to strengthen the impact investment ecosystem through
strategic and regional events that link all the players that support impact entrepreneurs and
engage new audiences. Sharing knowledge, sector trends, promoting the sector and fostering
networking and strategic alliances between key ecosystem players to improve the welfare of
people and the planet. We're looking for the person who sees this commitment as a valuable mission
to achieve.

You are
▶ Self-starter and problem solver
▶ Driven in a fast paced environment
▶ A strong team player
▶ Highly persuasive
▶ A builder of public relations and media (from
C’level, governmental, international organizations to
entrepreneurs market)
▶ Lover of good spelling/writing
▶ Ground on a client service mindset

You require
▶ 5+ year experience in project management with
team and budget full ownership
▶ Fluent Spanish and English
(spoken & written at business level)
▶ Knowledge and passion for finance / investing /
entrepreneurship
▶ Have attended to international events
(desirable to lead them or organize them)
▶ Desirable have experience in the Impact
Investment/Impact Entrepreneurship Sector

Other details
▶ Our value proposition includes an innovative, horizontal, flexible and team
player culture
▶ Growth career path
▶ Competitive salary and annual bonus
▶ Benefits above the law
▶ Multidisciplinary, young and multicultural environment
▶ Position in Mexico City located on the beautiful neighborhood of Coyoacan
(we don’t have an expat budget or help for expenses for changing residence)

“
”

▶ PetFriendly office
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